Nuclear Overhauser effect-derived distances between adenine H2 protons and anomeric Hi' protons on the same strand or on the complementary strand are presented for several different DNA duplexes. The cross-strand (n)AH2 to (m + 1)Hl' distances [designated as x, where (u) and (m) are complementary residues] vary by up to 1 A depending on the sequence. In all possible A-containing pyrimidine-purine steps (CA, TG, and TA), x is >4.5 A. In GA steps, x varies within rather wide limits in the range 3.8-4.5 A, whereas in AA steps the lower limit is 3.7 A and the upper limit is ==4.2 A. In purine-purine steps, x is affected by at least three factors: (i) adjacent pyrimidine-purine steps at the 5' end [e.g., YRA sequences (where Y = T or C and R = G or A)], or a pyrimidine-purine step at the 3' end of the pyrimidinepyrimidine step on the complementary strand, cause x to increase, (fi) an AT step at the 3' end of a purine-purine step (e.g., RAT) causes x to decrease, and (ii) substitution of bases at the next-nearest neighbor position leads to changes in x at GA and AA steps. The latter factor seems to be due to a cooperative effect arising from formation of the "anomalous" B' structure when the substitution produces an A.T1, tract (which always produces a decrease in x). The data indicate that (n)AH2-(n + 1)Hl' distances on the same strand (designated as s) are also sequence dependent. Thus on AA steps, neighboring substitutions produce the same effect on s as on the cross-strand x distances. The results lead to the ability to predt changes in AH2-H1' distances depending on the DNA sequence. By using high-resolution x-ray B-type structures as a set of allowable B conformations, a very good correlation was found between x and the minor groove width parameters P-P or Hl'-Hl'. Thus, the x distances are a direct probe of the minor groove width in B-type DNA, and changes in this distance therefore reflect changes in the minor groove width. Since many of the sequences studied are sites of protein recognition, the observed sequence-structure dependence in DNA probably plays an important role in the process of recognition by proteins and minor groove ligands such as drugs.
(n)AH2-(n + 1)Hl' distances on the same strand (designated as s) are also sequence dependent. Thus on AA steps, neighboring substitutions produce the same effect on s as on the cross-strand x distances. The results lead to the ability to predt changes in AH2-H1' distances depending on the DNA sequence. By using high-resolution x-ray B-type structures as a set of allowable B conformations, a very good correlation was found between x and the minor groove width parameters P-P or Hl'-Hl'. Thus, the x distances are a direct probe of the minor groove width in B-type DNA, and changes in this distance therefore reflect changes in the minor groove width. Since many of the sequences studied are sites of protein recognition, the observed sequence-structure dependence in DNA probably plays an important role in the process of recognition by proteins and minor groove ligands such as drugs.
Determination of the sequence dependence of the DNA double helix structure is a subject that has attracted attention for several years. Considerable progress has been achieved lately in this area, particularly in DNA sequences containing A/T tracts (1, 2) , but many problems remain. Neither x-ray structure analysis nor NMR has been entirely successful in attempts to solve this problem so far. The approach based on single-crystal x-ray structure analysis has been compromised by two problems: first, relatively few DNA sequences have been crystallized and solved to high resolution in the B-form (3, 4) , and second, crystal packing forces have been shown to affect the structure (5, 6) . Even if a reliable relationship between B-DNA conformation and sequence could be determined in the crystalline state, it remains unclear whether this relationship would hold in solution. Many studies have been devoted to the determination of double-stranded DNA structure by two-dimensional NMR spectroscopy. The usual procedure is to determine the distances between closely located protons from nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY) cross-peaks, which are then used in distance geometry calculations or as constraints in refining canonical DNA using molecular mechanics or dynamics (for reviews, see refs. 7 and 8). The NMR approach is a relatively recent one that is still undergoing development and improvement; some of the problems include spectral overlap and underdetermination, and the reliability of the method has been called into question (9) . In the present study our aim was not to obtain specific three-dimensional structures that would fit the NMR data, but rather to reveal a possible sequence dependence of some particular structural features. Therefore, we used the simpler approach of investigating the correlation between changes in sequence and changes in distances between a few specific proton pairs. In this approach, we avoid the potential errors and structure-distance artifacts that often arise in structure determination using molecular dynamics, molecular mechanics, or distance geometry. We present AH2-H1' distances measured in our laboratory by twodimensional NOESY spectroscopy for 13 double-stranded oligomers containing adenine residues in various sequence environments. We observe distinct trends between these distances and the DNA sequence, and we also show the DNA structural parameters that correlate with these distances.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All DNA dodecamers were synthesized and purified as described (10) . The DNA samples were dissolved in 0.4 ml of buffer containing 25 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0), 0.5 mM EDTA, and 50 mM NaCl. The samples were repeatedly lyophilized to dryness and finally dissolved in 0.4 ml of 99.996% 2H20. The DNA sample size was typically 20-25 mg, resulting in a final concentration of 6-7 mM. The NMR experiments were performed at 500 MHz, either on a Bruker WM-500 spectrometer or on a home-built NMR spectrometer. Five NOESY spectra with mixing times of30, 60, 90, 120, and 180 msec were usually collected by using the phasesensitive method (11) . In each NOESY spectrum, the mixing time was randomly varied over ±101% of the corresponding mixing time to eliminate zero-quantum coherence transfer. were zero-filled to 2048 points, apodized with a sine-squared 900 phase-shifted function, and then Fourier transformed. The resolved cross-peaks corresponding to each detectable proton-proton interaction were integrated from the NOESY spectra.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study we provide AH2-H1' distances for 13 duplexes and focus on the variation in these distances with sequence (Table 1) . Distances were calculated from the corresponding NOESY cross-peak build-up initial rates using the wellknown r-6 distance dependence of dipolar cross-relaxation and a cytosine H5-H6 distance of 2.5 A as a fixed reference ( Fig. 1 shows an example) . It should be pointed out that, regardless of how accurate the calculated distances are, the rates of growth of the AH2-H1' cross-peak volumes in the examples to be presented are strongly sequence dependent and follow the same patterns that we discuss below for distances. The validity of the conversion from rates to distances (accuracy) is discussed in the legend to Table 1 Dependence of the Cross-Strand x Distances on Base Sequence. The cross-strand x distances (as described in Table 1 ) probe the adenine environment in CA, TA, GA, and AA steps. Fig. 2 shows histograms for all these steps, including data taken from the literature (12) (13) (14) (15) 17) . Several trends and consistent patterns are observed.
Pyrimidine-purine steps. On all pyrimidine-purine steps (e.g., TA and CA/TG), x is >4.5 A.
Purine-purine steps. On GA steps (or the complementary TC step), x can be either large (4.5 A) or small (3.9 A) ( Fig.  2 and Table 1 ). An inspection ofthe sequences listed in Tables  1 and 2 suggests several conclusions about the flanking sequence dependence of these distances. (i) A comparison of sequences 1 and 3 with sequences 8, 10, and 11 from Table  2 shows that the presence of a pyrimidine-purine step at the 5' end of the GA step, or a pyrimidine-purine step at the 3' end of the TC step in the complementary strand (e.g., a YGA/TCR sequence), is accompanied by an increase in x at the GA and TC steps. The differences in x at the GA/TC step in sequences 4 and 13, and perhaps 5 and 7, also largely depend on the presence or absence of a pyrimidine-purine step at the 5' end of the GA or at the 3' end of the TC. These data, along with the observation that the x distance is large on all known pyrimidine-purine steps (see above and Fig. 2 ), suggest not only that x increases at the pyrimidine-purine step but also that its influence can spread to the adjacent steps in both directions. This suggests that at least part of the increase in the x distance at the 5' end of an An tract (sequence 10 from Table 2 shows that the purine-pyrimidine AT step in an AnTm tract leads to a decrease in x at a GA step that is x is the (n)AH2-4m + 1)H1' interstrand distance and s is the intrastrand (n)AH2-(n + 1)H1' distance. We define (n) and (m) as complementary residues with (n -1) as the 5' neighbor of (n) and (m + 1) as the 3' neighbor of (m); thus, (n -1) and (m + 1) are complementary residues, as are (n + 1) and (m -1). The distance estimates are not significantly distorted by spin diffusion since there is no intervening spin pathway; i.e., in all B-DNA crystal structures, only the H1'(m + 1), H1'(n + 1), and the AH2 of an adjacent adenine are within 4.4 A from any AH2(n). This is also confirmed by our two-spin estimates of AH2-H1' distances in back-calculated spectra for some B-type structures of DNA (data not shown). Furthermore, the two-spin calculated distances coincide with the multispin calculated distances (full simulations) and with the actual distances in these B-type structures with an accuracy of0.1 A. The potential error arising from partial saturation of the longer spin-lattice relaxation time (T1) AH2 protons is minimized by using the above-diagonal Hi' to AH2 cross-peak rather than the below diagonal AH2-H1' crosspeak. For some sequences (e.g., GCGAAATTTCGC), onedimensional spectra taken with 2-and 20-sec relaxation delays were compared and indicate an error of no more than 0.2 A at the shorter delay. Differential internal motion could in principle also affect the distances given in (n)AH24m + 1)H1' nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs) for A7, A8, and A9. Note the virtual absence of the cross-strand A7 NOE at the 5' end of the A tract compared with the strong A9H2-T5H1' NOE at the 3' end of the A tract.
5'-adjacent to the AT step (or at the 3'-adjacent TC step) down to -3.9 A. (iii) The data presented in i and ii indicate that the structure of the GA/TC step is affected by the adjacent 5' or 3' bases. By comparing sequences 1 and 3 with sequences 9 and 12 (or their complementary chains) in Table  2 , it is seen that the x distance at the GA/TC step is affected by replacements at even more remote base positions. It seems that here we observe the cooperativity effect in AnTm tracts. These data indicate that the cooperative effect that generates a narrow minor groove structure within the AnTm tract may be achieved with only three AT base pairs provided they are arranged in an ATT or AAT sequence, though here a considerable role may well be played by the flanking bases.
Purine-purine and pyrimidine-pyrimidine steps. For all AA/TT steps, x is <4.2 A (Fig. 2 and Table 1 ). However, as seen in Fig. 2 Table 1 with the exception ofsequences 7 and 8, which are taken from literature (14, 17) . Sequences 6 and 12, as well as 9 and 13, represent two strands ofthe same duplex. The GA step ofinterest is in boldface type.
the presence of a pyrimidine (YAA) or a YG step (YGAA) at the 5' end of the AA step increases x at the AA step (Table   1 ), but the presence of a Tn tract at the 3' end of the AA step decreases x at this step. If there is an A at the 5' end of AA and a T, C, or A at the 3' end, the distance at the AA step decreases to <3.9 A (Table 1) . It seems that this decrease is mainly due to the cooperative transition effect in the AnTm region, forming the altered B' structure discussed above. These comparisons for AA/TT steps show that the variations in x at this step are due to the same factors that influence GA/TC steps.
Sequence Dependence of the Intstrand s Distances. The intrastrand distance s between (n)AH2 and (n + l)H1' [see Table 1 for the definition of (n) and (I)] can be determined for AA, AT, AC, and AG steps. As shown in the histogram in Fig. 3 the presence of a pyrimidine at the 5' end of the AA step results in s increasing to .4.5 A. The reduction in s when the AA step is followed by Tm in an AnTm tract is apparent from a comparison of sequence 3 and both strands of sequence 10 in Table 1 . A comparison ofx and s distances in the same AA step shows that x is always smaller than s in all sequences; i.e., the (n)AH2-(m + 1)H1' distance is less than the (n -1)H2-(n)H1' in the same AA dinucleotide step. For an AT step, s has a tendency to decrease when this step is located in the center of an AnTm tract.
Correlation Between AH2-H1' Distances and Structural Parameters in Crystal Structures of B-Type DNA. We have described some phenomenological sequence-dependent patterns in the changes of AH2-H1' interstrand and intrastrand distances as a function of context. It is of interest to understand how these distances relate to DNA structural parameters. We therefore analyzed seven available B-type x-ray structures solved with resolution of =2 A or better; these sequences are CGCGAATTCGCG, CGCGAATTbrCGCG (br indicates bromine), CGCATATATGCG, CCAACGT-TGG, CCAGGCCTGG, CGATCGATCG, and CCAAGAT-TGG (4). It should be noted that we only consider these x-ray structures as a set of structurally allowable B conformations from which correlations may be derived; therefore, our arguments are not affected by the fact that packing forces or A dehydration artifacts might distort the DNA structure. Among the geometric parameters of DNA structure defined by the Cambridge convention (16), only "slide" and "cup" have definite correlations with the cross-strand distance x (coefficients of "'0.76 and "'0.4). Thus, when x increases, slide increases and cup decreases. For the other parameters, the correlation coefficient is <0.2. However, we find a very good correlation coefficient (0.95) between x and the distance between the two nearest Hi' protons on opposite chains (see legend to Fig. 4 ; this distance is an excellent measure of the groove width at the bottom of the minor groove); there is also a good correlation with cross-strand P-P distances although the correlation is less when restricted to only the 3.5-to 4.5-range (Fig. 4) . It seems that one of the reasons for the correlation between AH2-H1' distances and cup and slide is the correlation between minor groove width (H1'-H1' and P-P) and cup and slide in the available crystal structures. The intrachain s distances to the (n + 1)H1' correlate also with the minor groove width (i.e., cross-strand P-P and H1'-H1'), although the correlation coefficient is worse-namely, ""0.7 for H1'-H1' and ==0.6 for P-P. We find no other noticeable correlations with any other standard geometric parameters.
Possible Mechanisms for the Structure-Sequence Dependence. It is rather easy to interpret changes in x because, as we have shown, they correlate well with the minor groove (4) . G-A mismatch steps were not used. Hydrogens were added using the program X-PLOR (18 (25, 26) , fiber diffraction data (27) , cleavage data (28) , and theoretical calculations (19) , which together indicate '10.5 base pairs per turn, a B-DNA structure at high humidity, large x distances, and a wide minor groove.
Our data do not directly address the question of DNA bending. However, both experimental results (29) and theoretical calculations (19) (20) (21) 23) indicate that there is a relationship between changes in the minor groove width and DNA bending. A detailed model of bending in A/T tracts has been proposed (20, 21) in which the A,,Tm tract itself should be essentially straight, with little or no bending. On the other hand, TmA,, tracts are predicted to have a pronounced bend into the major groove and a wide minor groove at the TA region. The behavior of the minor groove in the GTTTAAAC block of sequence 4, and the GAAATTTC segment in sequence 3, supports our predictions and, according to calculations (20) , the GTTTAAAC block should be bent (if the GTTT and AAAC segments adopt the B'-type conformation), whereas the GAAATTTC block should be relatively straight. We may speculate even more on the existence of small bends in DNA that do not contain B' A T, segments (30, 31) if we keep in mind the plausible general correlation between the minor groove width and bending on the one hand and the now demonstrated sequence dependence of the minor groove width on the other.
In the legends to Figs. 2 and 3 we have presented some simple "rules" that qualitatively describe the variations in AH2-H1' distances in the duplexes listed in Table 1 and that may be used to predict such variations in new sequences.
These rules should be considered only as preliminary empirical estimates, which may need further refinement when additional experimental data appear. In conclusion, we would like to note that the observed sequence-structure dependence in DNA may play an important role in the process of DNA recognition by proteins because many of the sequences we have analyzed (Table 1) are protein recognition sites and because the structural effects we have described are probably also important for the binding to DNA of minor groove ligands such as drugs.
